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University and Educational Intelligence 
AT the beginning of November, Loughborough 

College will inaugurate a series of intensive manage
ment courses under the direction of Mr. E. T. 
Elbourne. Each of the eleven courses will last ten 
days. Lectures will follow in the main the sectional 
syllabuses of the Institute of Industrial Administra
tion's diploma, and subscribers to any course may, 
on completion, sit for the Institute's examination 
accordingly. The tuition fee for any ten-day course 
is five guineas, including the loan of books and 
demonstration materials. Further information can 
be obtained from the Registrar, Loughborough 
College, Loughborough, Leics. 

A NEW high-voltage laboratory at East London 
College enables that institution to offer greatly 
improved facilities for study and research in 
a branch of electrical engineering, the practical 
importance of which at the present time is obvious. 
Towards the cost of its erection and equipment the 
Court of the University made a grant of £12,000 and 
the Drapers' Company gave £5,000 and lent another 
£5,000 to enable the College to proceed at once with 
this and other enterprises. The calendar for the 
present session announces that the equipment will 
include a 500,000-volt testing transformer, a surge 
generator with a maximum capacity of a million 
volts, a direct-current generator of 200,000 volts 
capacity, a cathode ray oscillograph recording surge 
voltages up to a million volts, Schering bridge for 
measurement of dielectric losses, and transformers of 
30,000-250,000 volts capacity for experiments. A 
course in high-voltage technology for degree students 
is being introduced under the direction of Prof. 
J. T. MacGregor-Morris. 

A REVIEW of the school year 1933-34 in the United 
States is published in the June issue of School Life. 
Dr. G. F. Zook, who assumed the office of Commis
sioner in June 1933, has now relinquished it to 
become director of the American Council on Educa
tion and has been succeeded by Mr. J. W. Studebaker, 
who for the past twenty years has been superintendent 
of public schools in Des Moines, Iowa. The year is 
characterised in an editorial as one of sensational 
progress in the following respects : the Federal 
Government did more for schools than in any year 
since 1787 ; State support for public education came 
into being in many States ; adult education classes 
attracted more than a million students ; nursery 
schools increased from 300 to 2,500 ; practical camp 
schools were set up for 300,000 boys in "civilian 
conservation camps" ; and industrial child labour 
was ruled out. As regards the la:>t point, the retiring 
Commissioner points out that the prohibition (by 
two thirds of the codes) of the employment of 'under
sixteens' means that millions of young people have 
little or no opportunity of regular employment. 
Either the industries must co-operate, he says, in 
setting up extensive apprenticeship programmes 
including part-time instruction, or the Government 
will have to adapt the civilian conservation camps 
to enable them to reach a larger proportion of the 
adolescent population, or the school system must 
provide types of training that will appeal to all who 
do not go on to a university. It may be noted that, 
on June 27, President Roosevelt made the Secretary 
of Labour an educational dictator for industry. 

Science News a Century Ago 
Faraday's Experiments on Self-Induction 

In 1834, a young man, Mr. William Jenkin, brought 
to Faraday's notice a new effect of electro-magnetic 
induction. The shock obtained on breaking contact 
with a voltaic battery was greatly enhanced if a coil 
instead of a straight wire was used as the conducting 
circuit. On October 15, 1834, Faraday began experi
ments on this action of the 'extra current', as he 
called it, and traced it to induction between the 
neighbouring turns of the coil at the moment of 
disjunction. "These effects," he wrote in his Diary 
a month later, "show that every part of an electric 
current is acting by induction on the neighbouring 
parts of the same current, even in the Bame wire and 
the Bame part of the wire." 

The Ninth Series of the Experimental Researches 
in Electricity contains a description of these experi
ments on self-induction. The action had interesting 
consequences, as for example, if a wire was doubled 
and formed into a coil, the induction in one half 
neutralised that in the other, and a non-inductive 
coil resulted. 

It is of this occasion that Faraday said, years 
afterwards : "The number of suggestions, hints for 
discovery, and propositions of various kind offered 
to me very freely, and with perfect goodwill and 
simplicity on the part of the proposers for my ex
clusive investigation and final honour, is remarkably 
great, and it is no less remarkable that but for one 
exception-that of Mr. Jenkin-they have all been 
worthless". 

Sturgeon's Electro-Magnetical Experiments 
On October 15, 1834, William Sturgeon sent to 

the editors of the PhiloBophical Magazine, then con
ducted by Sir David Brewster, Richard Taylor and 
Richard Phillips, an "Account of some Electro
magnetical Experiments made with the Large Magnet 
at the Exhibition Room, Adelaide Street". The 
experiments, he said, were made by the permission 
of the proprietors of the Exhibition Room, and he 
acknowledged the obligations he was under to Mr. 
Payne, who procured the use of the magnet, and to 
Mr. Maugham, the chemical lecturer, for his assist
ance. Among the results of his experiments, Sturgeon 
mentioned the decomposition of "hydriodate of 
potassa" in solution and the decomposition of 
sulphate of copper and of water. "The experiments 
were made by changing the connexions and reversing 
the current, and the results were exhibited with as 
much promptitude as they would have been by the 
employment of a voltaic battery .... I have also 
made a great variety of electro-magnetic rotations, 
and some other rather novel motions, with electric 
currents by magnetic excitation, which I intend to 
publish as soon as opportunity offers." 

The Gresham Chair of Physic 
The death of Dr. Christopher Stanger in September 

1834 had left vacant the professorship of physic in 
Gresham College. In connexion with this, the TimeB 
on October 18, 1834, said: "We understand that the 
place of Lecturer in Physic in the Gresham Institution 
is now vacant and that it is shortly to be filled up. 
Contrary to the intentions of the enlightened founder, 
the lectureships in this institution have been for a 
lengthened period mere sinecures. We hope, however, 
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